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Still

Life

with

Hammer
- macthew roharik

October

Hang

Came

Too

Soon

I ran a round all night
at the party
telling everyone my n ew idea:
"I'm an asshole!"

Time

Halloween in your Subaru.
You and me and Crystal
driving away from m y house.
I seem to remembe r
that you were hungry,

But they just laughed.
I was serious.
And at the e nd of the night
I sat with the leaves on the porch s teps ,

and I was nauseous ,
and Crystal was there too .
Doubled over in the back seat,
I wanted to go home and sleep
and be a good little girl.

flicking twigs;
Thinking of how I hadn't fooled
anyone.

P epe
- jason ke ller

- ryan c. h o rns

It was cold in the back
because your sunroof was broken.
But you tried to explain
that. this was a good thing,
1
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and you threw a beer bottle through it.
It stayed there for a minute
hove ring over us in some strange defiance of gravity,
amazing us for a few seconds
before exploding into debris on the Wes t Virginia road .
And that's how we were.
Hanging imposs ibly for a couple incredible moments ,
then nothing but road dust
and someone's flat tire.
- nora ed wards
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Transgression
- jodie boerke

"Daddy "
When you left us,

ow,

I had just begun to make some

your attention is more focused ,

noise-

you probably thought

but I could not yet say

that I forgot,

"DADDY,"

so you make up for

and "stay" is a word that I've

lost time,

never understood,

wasted time childhood time,

never could say it to anyone, and

life time.

never had the chance to say it to you.

My time
cannot be
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Sure don't remember you around

" n1ade up ."

that much,

It is memories that you cannot fill ,

the everyotherweekendtakemeoutforicecreamandmaybeamovieifl'mlucky
DAD .

you cannot change

You call me once a week to see if I'm "OK,"

FATHER.

send a check twice a month to remind me
that I'm a liability.

You will never be more than my father-

Boy, what a joy to get

cannot be erased,

my emptiness, my frustration ,
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your name in the space

yo ur call ,

and you left before I could say " Daddy,"

telling me you're not coming

so don't expect much from me

to this or to that,

ow.

"prior obligation,"
well , thanks for consideration ,
but who could be
more prior
than me.

- michelle flaum

her back. Did you know when you cut hair all off you can sometimes still feel it.

Hugin

and

Munin

Green brown water muddy and thick. Still watery, though. I feel it surround me
it is all. I see it feel it it seeps up my nose into my throat it is all. Bubbles go up
bubbles go up up they go up my nose. l\lly liinbs won't or can't they don 't , move.
They feel the water the brown and green murkiness around they feel it but do
not move. Bubbles go up I know I should look for up and break through , surface
and up go so the bubbles will lead me up .
My hair is blonde. My heart beats . My nails dig troughs into innocent palm
flesh sometimes. I was born in the month of June, in June as roses were starting
to die and the stink of putrefying petals hung in the thick air and we waited for
rain. I was born under the sign of the liar, of the one with two faces.
Secrets are my family. Whispers and smoke. We hide everything and we
know nothing. They say the goddess is gone and that's the problem. They say
there are no family values anymore. Chewing cereal, my teeth crunch and my
oral cavity amplifies the grind. There is no silence like our silence. \Ve eat
together. I know the grain in our false wood table. It flows and curls like hair,
like the hair l have but am not supposed to look at. I do though. Early in the
morning the grass is cool and wet and licks feet funny cold slurp. I like when
the mist of the morning beads into my hair. My hair is blonde. My eyes are often
filled with tears .
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There is this game I play. I close my eyes and watch the tears swim in their
cave. Tears like prisms like children and taste. The phone hums when no one
talks to it. It really does . I sneak up on it and listen to the hum the buzz . \t
night but no one notices.
When you catch a firefly what do you do ? Once this boy I knew caught one.
He smashed it all over the driveway and there were yellow glowy guts in lines
and spots on the asphalt. That was in the summer when you can feel the breath
of winter under the sweat, when that apprehension of change shivers, b lows
softly somewhere at the back of your neck. Maybe his name wgs Brian . My
name is Ilsa. Sometimes the stars look at me. They twinkle softly and know I
am here. They are my friends and we dance. Mama doesn't dance anymore. My
mama was all gentle throaty laugh. She had her hair in a big thick braid down

My lips sometimes spill out blood . I see the moon and I know. The moon
rejoices for my loss. She smiles the pale wan smile of a mother and knows. I am
like a bulimic vampire.
There is no such thing as silence. Not that I can hear. But silence is what
they hear. I can always hear silence. It has a texture and color all its own.
Silence is a silly thing and I love to talk to it. I rarely talk back to my father and
he rarely talks back to me. Secrets play in the silence.
My nails are painted. Blood or sometimes brown. Toes are a strange thing.
My second toe rises above the Fat, kissing shoe tip . They don't have an easy
relationship. Passionate, maybe. Raw blisters and little holes are the fallout. My
father is big and silent. Ile is like a dead winter evening. Once he played guitar
but the callouses have gone away. IIis fingers are soft. Mine have a shield of
paint. I think he is sad.
My breasts rise from my chest like budded margarita glasses. They are so
pale they gleam. The moon wants to kiss them but I am afraid. They must be
powerful. I keep them hidden , so they must be strong. I hide them I am a girl l
am Ilsa and there are so many lies and what are secrets but lies never given
words? And what are lies that weren't meant to be lies but are nevertheless?
In my closet it is safe and dark. I crawl into the hanging womb, cradled by
dresses, smelling shoe leather. Sometimes I sing softly to myself. Mama used to
sing a my father strummed his guitar and the smile they shared was a secret. I
was born in June as numerous brides ducked the rice bombs and sheets were
stained in first love. Something old something new something borrowed
something blue is the color of my eyes. His were brown . I don't read bridal
magazines. I ride a white horse gathering the souls of the dead.
The fjords never leave. Their silence is my silence I understand they too
understand. He is loud. Ilis family is not of secrets but of explosions. Inside out.
Mama folded my torn panties in neat squares.
The sweetest drop . My fall was sweet and like fall. Autumn. She is a good
thing. She is a Viking. She goes out with an orgasmic bloody red smile on her
face then crumples up dead. She knows how to take her leave with bitter grace.
She dies well and brave and bold. I want to do the same. When it is time to go to
move on, to go I want. I don't want over. That's the problem. So I am not brave I
do not leave well no grace no grand gesture no fuck you and die. I am a wimp.
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Scrape and claw until nothing is left, just little hunks of skin under the nail but
the nails ragged and fall. So it is back to that again. Fall. And I do , endlessly.
Only nothing will break that fall , much less catch me. Alone alway a lone .
othing is tru t. It mean as little as herkamazerkadop. Maybe even less.
Define define and that's fine but lukewarm and pointless. Not even pointless
just arbitrary.
My name is Ilsa. My fingers are long and thin. Here they don't say my name
right. It was a ong on my grandfather's tongue. Ile was in Norway, where I'll
always be a little girl. And my grandmother made bread sweet and we would
hike most of the morning findjng the hidden berries. Stubby then , my fingers. I
wore a red dre s.
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Green brown water everywhere. Pressing, pressing. Mama told me , she told
me about the bubbles. Bubble go up , bubbles al' ay go up . o matter what, I
can fee l Mama there, no matter what the bubbles will go up. Mama I see her
face that odd smile is she happy now? Living isn't like bubbles it never is
always nothjng is ever alway but the bubbles alway go up. Eyes ordered to
find the bubbles to follow can not. Green brown i all pres ing on my eyes up
my nose into my ears and my throat funny, no breathing no bubble . I want to
laugh no bubbles because I have stopped breathing Mama is right I just goofed
bubbles do go up when they are there and this is so silly funny and 1 would
laugh but. The thickness has filled my throat there is no room to choke or
laugh or breath. I do not know where up is but I do know that I am sinking.
Into a thick ludge black I can feel it is black it i black and embraces my limb
cover me fills me the bubbles.
My spine is as crooked as my path. I was born a liar, born to tear myself
apart. Ilis voice was textured silence, my grandfather. He told me old legends
so Thought and Memory could wing by darkly. Climbing an e lm I slipped and
tore skin from knee skjn . Rubies sprang out. I never cried. \Vhere do they go ?
They are like hair when you cut it all off. Dead, now. A trin ity. Grandfather,
Grandmother, Mama . he took my father with her, I thjnk. She was gentle. I
was a daughter.
- karen christen se n

Albert

.

J. Kuh n Award for Excellence in Ficti on

questions

of

desire

did i feel desire in your touch
an electric surge
flowing from fingertips
to waist
to side
radiating
outward in an
encompassing arc
enveloping me or
half imagined impulses
awakening desires in me while
leaving you unconscious of
realization
recognition
your hand's
energy or
internal impul e
all me or
part you and
did you feel desired too
- caroly n tyjews ki

Butterflies

and

Green

Fish
- julie laippl y
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Near

Life

Experience

In a dream I see the fire for which I search holds all the answers, possesses the key to the universe
The obsession snares me feel the fire burning inside haven't much time
Travel to the darkest depths confront the demons of my mind still have mountains to climb,

Avenida

Oceans to swim, miles to cross. No one believes deserted in my search the fire is my only friend
Quicken the pace it's become a race missed a step fell into a black hole

Planeta

Joe lives there.

Falling Swirling colors attack scratch way at my eyes, panic but fire saves, desperate but fire leads.

They call him

In a room maybe a tomb see the fire suspended in air heart bears wildly sweat stings

MSC. He's the Magical Squirtin'

Reach-Touch the flame the light is bright explosion in my mind ripped from my soul

Cactus, with horn rims and a '65

Answers overwhelm me can't hold on
Shattered into a million pieces this is a grave my grave Touch the flame power to behold beyond all control
Standing still in time Touch the flame but felt no pain rising above the ground fly to the flame

LeMans: it's cru1dy apple red.
Borderline psychotic, he has candied
seal pups for the coke

Protects me take on the role of the guardian become the key a search begins

whores . When we get

Touch the flame Follow the fire

together: something dies.
- sara ross

the

Great

Joe and I are

Again

tight. We did time.

the boy with eyes like deep brown
- steven dransfield

Endangered

Straddl i ng

Wall

almonds and shiny black hair cut in the shape of
a rice bowl tries and fails to balance

- julie laipply

an Oscar Meyer wiener between two of
Grandmother's ivory chopsticks.
Mother says to stop wasting
his time and put on
his yellow Hello Kitty shirt.
10

She says, "You hurry up, go to school,

9

forget about your nonsense."
It's easy for her to say. She's
not the one who has to climb into
that towering b us filled row after row
with pale staring faces .
~
<i

"~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g

- regan lee·

Dogs

on

Parade

I finally broke down and bought a dog,
to join the groups of owners
meeting in Goodale Park to pick each other up
on brisk Fall days .
The ducks scatter a t the sight
of canines plunging in the water
for small logs to impress on-lookers.
Others leap for green frisbees rolling across slopes
of grass made slick by leaves .
The ultimate ice-breaker,
talking dogs: breeds, training, affections.
We watch them do the things
we'd like to: nuzzling leather noses , brushing
fur, bumping in run .
"Isn't it funny," a Dalmatian owner says,
"that dogs desire the company of dogs above all else?"
"More ironic, than anything," I say.

I have watched the sun's
setting light get knocked in and around clouds
until it comes out orange and red.
The coated grass is set behind pure
breeds running to their owners
standing below trees , continually
losing their leaves, set
against the buildings, of Columbus,
which give rise to the sky.
We owners are more anxious now than during Spring.
As Winter approaches we look forward
to only a dog for cuddling in settled cold.
I bet the pets catch mv.ch of the blame:
"If only you were cute r, performed more tricks ,
or paid attention to those dogs with cute owners."
-fitz weiss

u ntitled
- scou king

I have walked , dogless , several times around
the park and gotten one hello.
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I go slower than slow, casting no mean looks.
But the question lingers:
why would anyone go to a park
unless he or she had an animal to walk?
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arrive home before dark , and my weak mother would die of concern. Despite
my misgivings I chose the path around town .

Li t t l e
a

Re d

Herman

Ri d i n g
Melville

H o o d:
Imitation

Call me Little Red. In the backwoods of Tennessee, atop a remote and desolate
mountain, in early gray morning, as when the chirping of birds is silenced and
the fog hangs ominously, began my journey.
Here in this spot is where I, along with my weak and bedridden mother,
have lived for all of my twelve years. An isolated mountain shack overlooking an
isolated town surrounded by the looming trees of Tennessee. Few ventured
further than the confines of this little village except to visit relatives that lived,
perhaps, in the even more remote cabins scattered throughout the bordering
hillsides.
Presently I began to gather the provisions which I had prepared, at my
mother's request, for just such a journey. My grandmother had been very ill of
late, which necessitated that I travel to her hillside cabin with a care parcel. As
I packed, a feeling of apprehension overcame my person. For never had I
traveled the long and weary path along the edge of town to grandmother's
without the companionship and protection of my mother.
Opening the door, I looked around for a moment. The silent fog hung as if
preventing me from knowing the possible impending doom of my journey. Like
one who is straining to see an object in the distance, I squinted and searched
for the dirt path leading down the mountain.
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Descending the mountain I found myself confronted by an enemy; the
wind , harsh, vile wind, whipping through the trees, screaming warnings of
doom. Alone I battled the feelings of fear and anxiety that were tearing at my
soul. Many times I had traveled to grandmother's and the journey had proven
safe and uneventful. Despite my being alone and unprotected, another force,
unseen , was plaguing my thoughts.-Enough. Knowing the journey would be
uneventful and ordinary, reason must prevail over emotion .
Upon reaching the bottom, I came to the familiar fork, separating the
passage to the village and the road around . For an instant, I contemplated
taking the safer rou te through town, bustling with people; it was, however
apparent that this route was impractical, in fact impossible-never would I

Half wild with trepidation , l so continued my journey, leaping at every
crackle of a branch, peering around every tree , constantly glancing back at my
former path . omething was looming in the darkness of the woods-I was being
followed. o more was this a mere feeling of apprehension . The perspiration
started from every pore as l vigorously advanced . At every rearward glance my
heart skipped. Fatigued with my long-continued efforts, I felt my knees
collapsing and my legs giving way. I sunk down for a moment atop the parcel
which had thus far been tucked up under my arm .
Alas! My misgivings of impending doom had been real; l suddenly realized
that death would greet me before I would ever reach grandmother's cabin. I
found myself staring into the seething, piercing, fiery eyes of a ravenous wolf. l
dove backward in a sudden attempt to escape the wet, dripping teeth of the
pagan savage. Abandoning my parcel, l fled.
l blindly ran dow1~ the path, mad as a rabid animal. Perspiration stung my
eyes and soaked my very soul as I desperately carried myself toward the cabin.
o longer could I continue at such a pace. I collapsed.
With sheer terror, I violently arose, anticipating the glare of the enraged
wolf to return my wild stare. Hark! No longer was I being pursued by the savage
animal; he was no where in my sight. I stole forth as a feline in the night.
Disregarding the fact that I no longer possessed my parcel, I quickened to my
grandmother's cabin and certain security.
What a narrow escape had been mine! Falling into the hands of death;
horrible, painful, inescapable death; then rescued as if by an angel descending
to earth and scooping me up in her wings. Carried was I by an unseen force
from the depths of all eternity. Thoughts of relief and gratitude distracted me as
I continued the final distance to grandmother's; however, not so as to neglect to
take a rearward glance every other step.
Finally, I reached the cabin, relieved at the site of the rotting, disheveled
ed ifice. Long had I toiled to reach this heaven-like destination. l approached it
full of fatigue and anticipation. Nothing can exceed the joy felt at seeing the
familiar old shutters falling off their hinges and tattered shades dangli ng in the
windows. The logs of the foundation turning odd shades of green through
pounding rain and harsh snow. Viewed by the common man on the common
0
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day, the cabin was as unsightly a any abandoned woodshed left to the mercy of
the elements; but to me on this day, after the excruciating journey to thi place,
I saw nothing but a radiant, welcoming, familiar home.
Approaching the door I noticed it ' a slightly ajar. I thought thi rather
trange , since grandmother had b en ilJ of late and she rarely ventured out
anyway. Once again a foreboding feeling swept over me like a wave a I reached
for the knob. I paused momentaril and told myself that the w1endin wind
which plagued the out kirts of the town and whipped through the hill ide had
finally cau ed the ru ted lock to give wa)r.
ileotly I crept in not unlike a burglar enter a victim hou e . The
entryway resembled an uninhabited d' elling empty unkempt, dark, ave the
small ra of light p ering toward thou h a crack in a door at the back of the
cabin. Beckoning me, I proceeded toward the light, trancelike, tiff with an
unfounded fear. Slowly, cautiou ly, I advanced on the ajar door and held my
breath as I pushed it open. At once filled with an air of relief, I beheld the figure
of my grandmother, sleeping under tbe thick comforts of her quilt.
I had spent many afternoons in that cabin with my grandmother making
that very quilt with which she wa now keeping her frail body warm and safe.
Those were happy time , in which the afternoon tea was always warm and
sweet, the cookies were a lways filling, and the sunsets were never-ending. My
grandmother was a caring and nurturing woman, content with the slow-paced
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life entailed through her age and surround ings.
But to return to my narrative. Tiptoeing forth, slowly peeli ng the quilt from
my grandmother's slumbering form , I endured a most horrible shock. The wolf.
To my distress and di may, the figure was not one of my grandmother; rather it
was a heaving, growling, searing, ravenous wolf in my grandmother's bed. Ili
bulging bulbs of eyeballs searched out his next prey. I realized at once he had
devoured my grandmother and disguised himself a the old woman , patiently
awaiting his next victim .
Once again I found my elf amidst evil, dark death . Wor t of all I could not
bring my legs to move. I tood locked frozen ' ith terror and allowed the
clutches of the savage wolf to embrace my person as one surrender to Satan
himself. Staring into the jaws of my doom, my mind is bathed in the eternal
light of the realms of Heaven a my body is devoured by the Prine of
Darkness ...
- scacy rentner

Beach

Scene -

A

Rev i sion

Watch your de cription
in the opening tanza.
It need to be believable.
Doe the un really ripple '
when it touches the ' ater
or doe it ink out of sight
without a pause.
And ' hy mu t the clouds
hang low overhead? "

Persecu ti on

What do they have
to be somber about?

- sieplien heald-moo re

You have to be true to the experience.
\ as the ilence between you
"troubled" or "poignant?"
Were her thoughts on you at all ?
The exposition here is all wrong.
The waves were neither
"sad" nor "1nournful."
They rolled on, cheerful and constant,
and they certainly didn't
whisper her name.
Ilow could the ocean know
she was leaving you?
It wa n t even paying attention .
You have to b true to the experience.
When she turned away from you
were her cheek reaU wet with tears ,
or doe · your need for closure
put them there for you?
- g eorge cusack

Cranberries
ext time my nails creep into your flesh
You're gonna bleed
I'm gonna hang on for dear life
Watch your face writhe in pain
Not passion
Feel your limbs cringe with fear
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ot euphoria
I'm gonna suck up all your power
The person it makes you will be
The person it destroys in me
I want to send you into a perpetual confusion
Struggling with ambivalence
Solitude
Misery
I want my tears to sting and burn your
Fresh wounds
I want to make you go away
I want to hold on to the anger
Let it fester into hate
Hate that will consume me
To blow you away
The thump of my heart that bellows your
Name will become mute
No echo of affliction will resound
The part of my memory that dwells on you
Will forget
The amnesia that occurs when a soul
Becomes a corpse

untitled
- Stephen heald-moore

As I pull the talons out
Out and away from who you once were
I smear your blood
On my face

l

Magically
The color has returned to my cheeks
A warrior is born
A prisoner is lost

j

And
Maybe
When you're all healed
When only the scars remain
You can crawl back
And
They'll be sharper than ever

"§
u

E
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Albert J. Kuhn Award for Excellence in Art - isl Place

- julie renner

Eve's

Ribs

Wi n ter

Bend

- ann millet

These black pines never seem to turn
as I round this mountain;
they're tangled in December's wake,
arching against winter's weight.
And each bow forced by needless things
is a chilling blast of curtesy.

f
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But maybe next year I'll have learned
to see the young trees splashing;
their teasing dips in the froth,
out-waiting winter in speckled shawls.
Exchanging gaily limbs in dancing,
they'll pause just long enough to curtsey.
- james tomas
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Tiger

Down: A

Documentary

Make-up meant to cover up gently caked up in the corners
of their smiling mouth and ha eball cap that avoid morning
showers or brushes or maybe just protect their minds from
the onslaught of information that higher. education hands out
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for a price higher than you will ever get for having been there.
They were not supposed to sit there, a small, air-conditioned
Oriental woman had set her thing there and looked at me like
she were sending a message , ' You save seat, yes? ' I nodded ,
but not to her; to the laughter drowned out by the television ...
If I'm irritated by the elevator behavior of the couple who wants
me to watch , why would I willingly turn and watch what I am
paying people to show me? It is all made for us to watchAt home in front of tho e boxes full of lies; but more real than
waking up blind tomorrow with that strange taste in your mouth
that fear always brings. A bitter cross between the dirty fever penny
and those batteries we used to test on our tongues. "Here try it ...
Weird." Our first drug ... Could it kill us? Get us high? Fry our brain,
the way commercials promise? I found out later it was all lies and 9
degrees can't even start to cook an egg and drugs don't bring your body
to a temperature that would. Might have been more real for me if
they had shown the real stuff; like that guy my senior year who jumped
through six windows and butchered himself well, the way I later learned to
quarter out horses and cows to feed the tiger. We fed Vanda to the tigers;
or would have but the LSD-now who wants to see a cat that big trip?
We saw one drunk. Fed her a euthanised head by accident and she tried to ' alk
and wobbled; her head kept falling and dragging her nose across the earth.
She was so confused and kept snuffling and snuffling like "Make this stop,"
since the cats always knew we had all the contro l and when a 600 pound tiger
looks at you for answers you can't give her, it can break your heart and put
that Bible-beating fear of God back into you soul. Poor Calamity. The vet
apologized and said it wouldn't kill her, but in Texas: the weather the storm,

and the rain . The rain that night and "tiger down ," and the vet again and,
'you've got to get her to shelter. ' And there are no people built to move
a drunk tiger that ize and we struggled and hurt her and she must've thought
we'd tear her apart in her helplessness. I kept crying and apologizing for my
useless S ft frame as my hands kept slipping tearing out mounds of her fur.
When it was done I laid on her ide in tears. The guys picked me up,
hands and knees bloody from stumbling through the mud ; covered in
tiger fur and tiger shit drunk myself on the terror and adness of, "what
had we all done?" That was when the TV got turned on and I was ready
to watch, to leave.
- kari lowrey

Rebecca

and

her

Rapist
- jodie boerke

untitled
- rcindy co llie r
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glazed, one

toffee

cheese

danish , and

cookie

t he

har l em

clo e , and I am star-struck

"i5.

in your gaze to the. ~eavens.
Caught in the headlights
of an eighty-eight Ford,
the only witnesses: Duke
and the man in the moon.
- ty ler lowry

It's funny, too being an ugly kid. It's so much different for ugly kids .
lanky and gawky with a patch over the right lens of my glasses
Behaviors that are impish and adorable from a cute kid
are annoying and stupid from an ugly kid.
\ e're grating.
I liked going to the donut shop with my dad ,
after a doctor's appointment even on school days.
I could get 2 donuts and a cookie if I wanted. Ile didn't order for me.
Id stand in front of the ca e and tell the lady.
Dad would look over at me , pretending to be surprised, and say 'Shees h ! "
Then laugh and pat my head
mu sing my string hair.
\ e'd get back to school a little late because we stopped for donuts .
- hope madde n

place

of

our

innocence

r o ad

and there we lay, pricked
by the pine, and, licked
by the wind lo t in
wonder on old harlem road.
Duke Ellington and the smell
of your kin drift painfully

~
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One

for

1 3 th

and

Retail

High: Proposed

and

Housing
- julie h. rafeedje

Cohousing

Nurse

Design
- jonathan i. ferbrache

Hello , morning.
What can I tell you about people dying?
I have a machine that makes coffee before I'm awake.
People will drink coffee this morning

(j
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Pandas

Dream

With dark places under their eyes
So it's comfort to stare into the hot black,
Dark places on their arms and stomachs and in their heads.
This is not an article that states viewing arrangements
And then you move on,
Look at hot air balloons coming to the fairgrounds.
This is not a sad story about irritating injustice
That you can think about later.
Argue it with a woman who loves you in a small room
Over ,pizza.
Release it to a man you love as he kneads your shoulders,
Breathes, "uhhmmm," sliding into a familiar way.

Politics
- julie la ipply

Hello, morning.
What can I tell you about finding blood?
Each automatic day having a little happiness and a little of the rest.
People right now know they are being pulled away,
They are clinging like that light behind the blinds to every slat,
Malting less impact with every breath,

Love
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Shoes

My tongue knots as I observe
her triumphant blue jay eyes,
swooshing side by side
from prominent trees
I can't watch her when I speak
to my canva pigeon toes,
they twist up at the sole
with every word
- james tomas

Less fog on tl1e mirror,
Because of a quiet choking, damnable impotence.
A sexual love of things: touching, tasting, absorbing, keeping.
Keeping, trying to keep , is what rips ,
But blades of grass and monument stones
And milkshake glasses matter.
In the end it's about what you couldn't do for the othe rs.
In the end, it's selfish.
What can I tell you?
Hello, morning.
- phillip neal
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lust. Unfortunately, every time I wrote an oft-the-cuff bit of sarcastic dialogue

My

Father's

Words

The oddest thing about it is that I can't remember his voice. I can picture him

cops showed up. And then-writer's block.
So Sarah Bellville would never be a scantily clad, bloodthirsty pirate of the

with no problem-skinny as a rail, white hair, pointy elbows. How is voice, or

dunes . Why was it so hard to write my dad into a story? Why was it easy for me

hearing, so much different? I cannot hear his voice anymore. I can describe it. I

to come up with cartoon character likenesses of some of my best friends, but

can say .i t's hoarse, a little nasal , deep. The words don't create anything, though.

difficult to convincingly describe my own father? No words seemed able to

Not like they can visually. What's missing? What makes it different? How do the
words lose their power now ':' I have to admit it troubles me.

capture him correctly. Was he a hero ? Yes. A villain? Yes. Would I be
comfortable writing a story with my dad as either of these types? Absolutely
not. My heroes had sex every whipstitch, and I shuddered to even picture it, let

I'm not sure when I realized it. I spent so much time not thinking of him ,
thinking of anything but him. Even when he was sick, for me it was almost like
he wasn't there . If I'd paid more attention, could I hear his voice now? I know
that if I'd studied his face I could have memorized the lines, the bumps, the
dimples. I could see it more clearly now. Would studying have helped me to
remember this , too? Could I have said, his laugh has a higher pitch when he's
telling a funny story, but it's low and throaty when he's watching TV and thinks
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for her, I'd picture the two passengers in the car, the empty bottles, and the
truck driver who had to sit alone with three bloody teenage corpses until the

alone write it down for all to see. Maybe it was Catholic guilt that kept me from
writing him as the villain. Maybe I thought it would be too easy to do. That
wasn't it, either. He was neither of these, and he was certainly both. My dad
rebuilt a 1959 Indian Scout motorcycle when I was five, and he used to drive
me to school in the ~ide car. When I was a child, he called me 'Sunshine' more
often than 'David.' We'd watch football all day Sunday, and we'd always run out

no one is around? If I could say these things , would they create something in
my head that sounded like his laugh? What if I had learned to imitate him ? If I

to the front yard to play during halftime. After a doctor's or dentist's
appointment, he'd delay my return to school just long enough to stop off at the

could recreate the nuances, the differences, from the shrill, angry, "David' " to
the low monotone of his telephon e conversations, to the booming and
impressive theatrics of his arguments a nd debates, would I remember his voice

bakery for a cheese danish and a powdered donut. He drove me and four of my
pimply junior high friends to see IUSS , and he sat in the parking lot until the
concert was over. He made me eat a pack of cigarettes the first time he caught

then? Or would I erase any memory and replace his voice in my mind with my
imperfect copy of it?

me smoking. He punched me in the mouth for getting my first tattoo. He told
me I was a faggot bastard, I was no son of his, when I came out. Try as I might, I

I came across this dilemma two years after his death. Once or twice I'd

could not force my father into a two dimensional frame.
Thus, I decided to break out of my genre. No more Barbarella meets Rocky
Horror. Not this time. Even if I would be the only person to ever read it, I would

immortalized a lost friend in a story. Keith, who had had the virus, and always
reminded me of the Cheshire cat, became the High Priest of Xatox, discovered
in the darkness of the desolate castle by way of a giant, beaming grin and a
penchant for Supremes music. Eel, the suicide or car accident enigma, became a
gun blazing space cop, known more for galaxy-wide carnage than for the badge
he wore. I've found it both a cathartic exercise for myself, and a way of
honoring the dead . The first time I found myself at a loss was with Sarah, whose
car went left of center and met head on with a semi. Sarah was a character. She
was mean , gorgeous, athletic, exactly the type of vixen who might roam a desert
planet of mine in a skimpy leather outfit searching for victims for her greed and

create a story for my father. To give him something worthy of the twenty-eight
years of parenting I decided to work on a fundamentally correct
characterization. I asked myself questions. What did he do? He delivered mail
everyday for thirty-one years. What did he like? He liked My Three Sons, Paul
Harvey, the Toledo Mud Hens , Pall Mall unfiltered cigarettes, powdered donuts .
Who was his idol when he was a child? Tom Micks. What was his childhood
like? What was his relationship like with his father? These were things I might
have to research, or just make up . I wanted to examine the answerable
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questions. What did he look like? A very short Dick van Dyke. What did he

In

the

Mirror

smell like? Old Spice and cigarettes. What did he sound like? Here's where it
happened. What did he sound like? I had never tried to describe it while he was
alive, so I didn't have a wealth of remembered lines. Everyone told him all the
time that he looked just like a short Dick van Dyke. He used to goof about it.
He'd sing "C him Chim Cher-ee" while he cleaned. I can see this , but I can't
hear it. And his smell. Although I can't create the scent in my head , I can crea te

- dustin whapham

the scent. My mom used to say she loved the smell of Old Spice and smoke, that
it made her feel safe. But I had come up with my own words for his voice, and
the words I used didn 't trigger anything. I say Old Spice and smoke and I'm
being carried up the steps of my back porch , my sobs dampening his blue
uniform shirt, blood soaking through the knees of my jeans, my bike lying in a
heap in the gravel. There were no words that could make me hear his voice
again. Deep, gruff, soft, hoarse from too many cigarettes, they were true , but
they did nothing. When I say these words, all I ca n hear are the words. I've lost
his voice.
- hope madden

Albert

J. Kuhn Award for Excellence in Art-3rd Place

Stillness
- andrea pickens

Arm

Wrestling

on

a

Tuesday

Ni ght

Sitting at a table, spilling beer and dreams with friends;
My head fills with laughte r and the dizziness of life.
Without a lighter, smoke is difficult to see-or hear.
Intellectual ? That's disturbing to the one sitting in a soaked dry chair.
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Who says I'm not innocent?
My evil streak started in second grade ... I mean , didn't you ever w~nt to be
§
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Albert J. Kuhn Award for Excellence in Art - 2nd Place

a doctor?
Hungry ? Don't hide it-just take a bite of th e whole piece and hold the
penny tightlyGuard it with your life.
- susan chalk
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Feeling

Gross

Wet paws clenched
In rigorous protest are spread
As to embrace, and tightly rubber-banded
To the four corner knobs of a plastic tray
Which, framed by a deep moat, stops the escape
Of any fluid, as well. Blunt edged scissors snip
Pinched-up dermis near navel and extend the incision
Cranially along the midventral line to lower lip.
Latex layered human hands slush splash and slip

The yellowed apron and gloves are removed
And the list of now found structure is folded away
Among pages of precise drawings with neat labels
That later, at leisure, will be studied and committed to memory
While well scrubbed palms and finger tips ,
Thoughtfully sniffed warm with beagle's breath, carry
The sole recollection of things embalmed.
- paul crosby

through the chilly morsels of this pickle jar,
And commence their for-credit feline scavenger hunt.
The adipose and connective tissue ,
(No longer needed to insulate and glue) ,
Are scooped from the string cheese muscles
They coat, like servings of buttery custard.
Deeper beneath are the internal organs,
Sun-dried tomatoes packed in olive-oil,
Crimson reminders of warmer bathing suspended
Now in their translucent formaldehyde marinade
By a cheesecloth of arterioles and venules
Double injected foamy red and blue.
With each successful find, the prize is uncovered,
Fished out, held for a moment, and checked off,
Here: masseter.
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Origin. Insertion. Good.
Next: digastric ...
Pausing occasionally to lift to mouth pastrami on rye .
Until, at last, the day's search ends.
Rubber bands are loosed
And belly skin is restored
To roughly the presheared placements
Head-paws-tail splash back into the bag
Which gets sealed and tagged and rerefrigerated
-for freshness.

Harmony
- rob turner
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Threefold
- jodie boe rke

Guineve re' s

Love
2. King Arthur

1. ir Lancelot

That the very core of her heart
Quivered if his hand brushed
Against her cheek or
Stroked he r thigh .

Being human, she loved him
Ever since he came to her
\\11en she was but a girl,
Iler heart an unblown rose.
The shyness with which he s till

But it wa more
Than two twining bodies;
It was more than clandestine

Smiled at her
lade something in her soften, always.
She loved him like a woman

Ecstasy outsid e th e courtyards.
She loved the way he coughed.

Loves the babe who clings
To her breast.
I le would have given his life
To shield her from unlove lin ess.

Being human, h e loved him so

Faster
Two

Pussycat, Two

Hun. dred

Years

Russ Meyer is making pancakes
in the kitche n .
I was a newborn in 1776
when the spirit of revolution swept
across the land like a holy
brush fire. "Jump " they said,
and I jumped
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to a heartbeat of wardrum , to
Common e ns and common bravery
and I am not a crook.
I will not b e lieve the good old days
are the delus ion of unatisfied adults-back then
we kne w of decency and chivalry,
of prope r holes for exploration and
th e uncompromising charm of
civil war and post-marital
sex.

of

Pancakes, and
Previews

She would h ave given her li fe
To save his.

"Hurry up , the movie's on."

- m elanie eh ler

Russ flips the pancakes faster
and the batter sizzles like a pussycat
in hea t; raw red lust. Kill,
stop the revolution , it's gone too fa r, kiJJ

u n titled
- aimee moore

the lights and hope the neighbors
think it's two ca ts in the alley,
think its two pancakes on the fryer,
think it's anything but this
monstrous deformation of sex and violence
that I'm ogling on the TV like m y
eyes were nailed open.
"Fight," they said , and I fo ugh t ,
as it turn ed out,
for a big pair of desert tits
and a karate chop to the neck.
- culam gray
Albert

J.

Kuhn Award for Excellence in Poetry
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b i ~ g r a phi es

susan chalk

I'm a senior English major on the four and a half
year plan . My goals are to teach high school, own
three German Shepherds and move omewhere
where the temperature never fall below sL~ty

melanie ehler

there is purity and meaning in life.
adam gray

degree .
paul crosby

george cusack

steven dransfield

nora edwards

I am a nutrition major and an En li h minor~ ho
will begin medical school next fall. I hope to be a
good doctor and dream of being a great writer. I
owe my sanity to hot coffee, real jazz great
writer long run , and my dog.
George is currently petitioning for membership in
the Legion of Doom . He hopes to one day conquer
the world and rule it witl1 an iron fi t. One day,
you will all be part of his master plan.
Steve is a theatre major from Portsmouth, Ohio.
Having become jaded after years in a utopian
European community, he has now turned to selfabsorbed creation because in a capitalistic
ociety realit rarely satisfie .
Nora is a neat gal from We t Virginia. She hopes
to one day be a respected writer and to own a
Jeep\ rangier. he also like Janis Joplin.

I am a senior this year and plan to pursue a
doctorate in English. E.M. For ter and Rainer
Maria Rilke are the writers that appeal most to
me. Inspite of modern intellectual , I believe that

ryan c. horns

scott king

julie Laipply

My work is respectfully dedicated to Flo. Sister,
keep kis in' those grits. Keep kissin' tho e grits.
I take poetry o seriously that I do not take it
seriously at all .
From Bremerton, Washington, Scott is a senior
majoring in land cape architecture.
Julie Laipply is a sophomore honor student in the
College of Food, Agriculture, and Environmental
Sciences. She started developing her unique bead
techniques at the age of fourteen and has since
been recognized by the Central Ohio Bead
Society as one of the most outstanding bead
artists in the state .

kari Lowrey

As a native Texan on an endless road to Ithica,
OSU seemed an ideal place to pau e and collect a
BA \ ith a major in English . My poetry took over
my life when I was eight and has not let me in on
our Ion -term goals yet, but I have been informed
by excellent sources that we will settle down and
teach on the college level.

andrea pickens

matthew roharik

I have currently had the opportunity to have my
work displayed in five shows. In my photographs
I try to convey surreal or dreamlike states by
creating emotional images that are introspective.
I am currently a senior intending and pursuing a
BFA in painting and drawing. I consider myself a
realist painter and often use my photographs as a
point of reference for my paintings. However, Still
Life with Hammer is a painting from direct
observation , but its compositional arrangement is
influenced by my use of camera view finders.

sara ross

I enjoy writing and would enjoy being paid for it.
However, I'm at least honest with myself because
I am going to be a poor writer and enjoying it.

submissi ~ ns

The editorial staff of Mosaic encourages submissions from all
undergraduates at The Ohio State University.
Literature submissions, including poetry and short fiction,
must be typed and should not contain any personal
information (name, address, etc.) on the pieces themselves.
Literature submissions will not be returned. Original works of
art are accepted, as well as slides or photographic
reproductions of works that are not transportable or of high
value. All original artwork will be returned.
All submissions must include a title sheet listing the titles
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University Honors Center

For more information on becoming a contributor, please
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